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WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF

BMW~SEAilLE
A Phil Smart Company
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Cover Photo: A beautiful race prepared
BMW M o t o rs po rt M3 o n track in
Ge rma ny.
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Activities

1-90 Autocenter
Tech Session/Open House
On Saturday, January 30, Terry
Flanagan and Byron Sanborn have
invited the club to their new I-90 Autocenter next to the XXX Drive-In in
Issaquah. On the agenda will be a tech
session and an open house for all
members. Subject of the tech session
will be: Suspensions-Maintenance and
Modification.
Interested club members will have a
hands-on opportunity to learn the basics of how to inspect various suspension components for wear and / or
damage. Following the hands-on session, Byron and Joe Stubblefield of
Puget Sound Tire will team up to provide members an informal clinic on
suspension preparation and modification. Byron and Joe both have extensive experience personally and professionally in the area of suspension
modification. Various BMWs with a
wide range of suspension , tire and
wheel alternatives will be on display.
I-90 Autocenter will be providing
refreshments and would like to invite
all members to stop by on the 30th to
visit their new full-service facility even
if you do not participate in the tech
session activities. The tech session / open
house will run from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. I-90 Autocenter is located just off
the main Issaquah exit, next to the
XXX at 80 Gilman Boulevard. See you
on the 30th.

Calendar
January 28

General Meeting - - Midnight Sun Chocolate Factory is the
location for our first meeting of '88. If you were able to attend
the annual banquet, you were treated to a sampling of some of
the treats in store for us this month. The delicious chocolate
truffles, as well as other Midnight Sun products will be available for our indulgence, or overindulgence as the case may be.
The time is 7:30 p.m., at 6701 South 216th, in Kent.

January 30

Tech Session Open House - I-90 Autocenter is the location for
an informative tech session on suspension. See article on this
page for complete details.

February 4

Board Meeting - This months meeting of the minds will be held
at the home of Paul Touby, our resident autocross expert, 9613
S . 240th, Maple Valley. Any interested members are welcome
to attend, 7:30 p.m.

February 27

Autocross Clinic at Puget Sound Tire, 1101 Pacific Highway
South, Seattle. For those of you that have wondered what
autocrossing is all about, or for those who think they know ,
come to Puget Sound Tire and learn more! They're located just
south of Boeing, near the former Duwamish Theater.

February 28

General Meeting - The Museum of Flight is the spot for this
month's general meeting. This is a great facility, with something
to interest everyone; young, old and us in-betweens. Learn
more about Seattle's aviation history, see the original "Red
Barn", and the new Great Gallery, with suspended and
grounded aircraft exhibits. See article within for complete
details.

March 26

Drivers School -This is it! Spring is here, hopefully, and with it
our first driving school of the year. This is a unique opportunity
for the novice to gain a much better understanding of your car,
and to improve your ability behind the wheel to handle any
situation that may occur. Further details and registration forms
will be in next month's Zundfolge.

March 31

Dinner Meeting - with our long awaited guest speaker John
Orwick, of the Drivers Defense F und . For anyone who has had
the unpleasant experience of receiving a radar ticket, Mr.
Orwick will provide you with the most current information on
how to deal with it. The dinner meeting will be held at Latitude
47 Restaurant, on Lake Union in Seattle. Make your reservations early, as this is sure to be a very popular meeting. Further
details and reservation information next month.

Tech Session:
Autocross Clinic
Mark your calendars for Saturday,
February 27, as Puget Sound Tire will
be hosting an outstanding inter-club
autocross clinic. Joe Stubblefield will
have many featured speakers to cover
the what, where and how-to's of autocrossing. More details will be in next
month's calendar. For more information, contact Joe at 763-1273 .

•
Today's German cars have some of the
world's most advanced electronics under the
hood. Electronics created by Bosch.
Bosch designed and produced your
car's electronic ignition, fuel injection, antilock braking systems and other electronic
components. So it makes good sense to bring
your BMW service to a service center
trained and equipped by Bosch.

Luckily, it's not hard to decide on
where to go. There's only one authorized
Bosch service center in Seattle- Hermann's
German Auto Service.
And at Hermann's, we not only know
Bosch, we also know Bayerische Motoren
Werke. So call Hermann. When it comes
to fine cars, we speak fluent German.

HERMANNS GERMAN AUTO SERVICE
5800 Roosevelt V'Vc:ly NE
Seattle 522-7766

Bosch
Authorized
Service

Thorough, caring service • Downtown shuttle • 12 month unlimited mileage warranty

January 28 General Meeting:
Midnight Sun Chocolate Factory

Our first general meeting of the year
will be January 28 at 7:30 P.M. at the
Midnight Sun Chocolate Factory in
Kent. This meeting proved to be very
popular last year, what with a chance
not only to tour the facility, but also to
sample the many fine chocolates Midnight Sun makes .
A bit of background: The Jennings
family always had a tradition of making homemade caramels for Christmas . Both family and friends savored
the caramels, and demand for them
grew. When Mary Elizabeth Jennings
married and moved to Alaska to homestead with her husband, Earl, she took
the family tradition with her via a unique arrangement with one of her
brothers: he would send a sack of
pecans to her in November, in return
she would send him caramels for
Christmas.
Eventually the family decided to sell
their confections commercially.Today,
not only are caramels produced , but
chocolate bars, truffles , creams , a
hazelnut brittle, as well as high-quality
bulk chocolate. Midnight Sun is justly
well-known for its cocoa-butter truffles, which come in six flavors: mocha,
hazelnut, peanut butter, velvet dark,
mint, and Grand Marnier. According
to Midnight Sun, the centers are at
least 30% cocoa butter to make sure
they are extra creamy and smooth.
Makes one hungry just writing about
this!
In addition to their own brand ,
Midnight Sun produces chocolates for
other firms under their labels. Despite
the expansion of the operations, Midnight Sun remains family-owned and
-operated.

The facility, located in Kent, is designed to be a showcase for chocolate
lovers . Not only is there a large retail
counter from which chocolates can be
purchased , but also the building is
designed so that visitors can view the
manufacturing process through large
windows.

Coming right before Valentine's Day,
one could hardly think of a better time
or place for the Club's first activity of
the year. Bring a sweet tooth; coffee
will be provided . You will also be able
to purchase chocolates at the factory .

Midnjght
Sun
Midnight Sun is located in Kent at
6701 S. 216th St. From I-5 north or
south take exit 152, head east into the
Kent Valley, turn right on 68th Ave.
S., and right again on 216th into a
business park and look for the building
on your left. From I-405 take the West
Valley Road exit and go south to S.
216th St. See you on the 28th at 7:30!

February 28 Meeting:
Museum of Flight
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Boeing Aero "°
Space Center
S. 212th St
S. 216th St

Midnight Sun •

The Museum of Flight will be the
site for the Club's second general meeting of the year, on Sunday, February
28, at 1:00 P.M. Since the Club last
visited the Museum several years ago,
the facilities have been expanded greatly
to include a separate two-story building called the Great Gallery, which
includes both grounded and suspended
aircraft.
This is a wonderful opportunity for a
Sunday afternoon family outing with
friends. More details will be available
in next month's magazine.

Victoria Tour '88
This year's annual tour to Victoria
will be held April 22-24. The basic itinerary will remain as in past years: welcome party Friday night at the hotel,
followed by a fun "tour" and shopping / sightseeing on Saturday. Saturday night will feature the fabulous
German dinner at the Ratskeller restauant. Sunday morning will have a
fairly early (9 :30 or so) morning brunch
to allow those wishing to leave the
island early the opportunity to do so,.
with the rest of the day being on your
own.
One word of information: ferries
leave the Tsawassen terminal for Victoria every two hours on the odd hour
(e.g. I p.m., 3, 5, 7, and 9). Our gracious
hosts, the Davidsons, very strongly
advise that you make arrangements to
be at the ferry dock no later than one
hour prior to your anticipated sailing
time. Further, it will be difficult, if not
impossible, to make the 9 p.m. sailing
on one hour's notice, so plan on taking
one of the earlier boats if at all possible.
Final arrangements are still being
firmed up, but the following prices for
the weekend will be fairly close to the
mark: hotel, $67 plus 8% provincial
room tax for a single or double per
night; welcome party, about $9 per
person; dinner at the Ratskeller, $18
per person; Sunday brunch at the
hotel, about $8 each . All prices are in
Canadian dollars.
If you have been on this tour before,
you know how much fun it is, due in
large measure to the wonderful hospitality extended t o us by our Canadian
friends . For those who haven't gone
before, now's the time! More information will be available soon regarding
the hotel a nd othe r arrangements.
Please call Tom Williams (283-1056)
and leave a message on the machine
along with your phone number; your
call will be returned when we have
more definite information.
See you in Victoria!

"floor boards". I do not recommend
storing the extinguisher in the trunk
for two reasons- I) they are too hard
to get to during the excitement caused
by a fire and 2) in the event of a rear
end collision you may not be able to
get the trunk open at all.
There are three classes of fires, Acombustible materials, B-flammable
liquids, and C-electrical fires. Not all
extinguishers are effective against all
three classes, A-B-C. When you buy an
extinguisher, make sure it is rated to be
effective against all three classes of
fires . (This info will be printed on the
side of the extinguisher.)

Fire Extinguishers
Obviously, having one handy will
make the task of putting out a fire
much easier. The sooner you are able
to begin putting out a fire, the greater
your chances are of keeping damage to
a minimum and saving your car.
Some extinguishers are small enough
that they can be stored in the glove
box. Others can be mounted quite
nicely on the floor or kick panel area
near the front seat. Use caution when
attaching brackets to the floor since
brake or fuel lines run underneath the

Another factor to consider is the
contents of the extinguisher. Most are
filled with either a dry chemical or
halon gas. Generally, the halon filled
extinguishers are more expensive because they are effective against all
three classes of fires , they are nontoxic
and noncorrosive, and they are more
compact/ easier to handle. The dry
chemical is a corrosive agent and will
damage your paint and wires unless it
is washed off immediately. This is one
reason the halon extinguishers are so
popular with car buffs and computer
operators. Some dry chemical extinguishers are "one shot" operationsonce you activate the trigger, all the
chemical comes out even if you only
needed a short burst to put the fire out.
Halon is a gas that works by smothering the fire as it displaces the oxygen.
Due to the expandability, 60 oz. o(
halon is equivalent to 120 gallons of
water, 72lbs. of dry chemical, or 42lbs
of foam .
Hopefully this article will accomplish three things. The first is to raise
your awareness of factors affecting
auto fires. The second is to encourage
you to purchase a fire extinguisher.
The third is to hope that you never
have to use you extinguisher!
Jonathan Jones
Houston Chapter, BMW CCA

talls
by Thomas B. Nast

Wheelers Dealers
I come here to damn dealers, not to
praise them. At least to damn most of
them.
Owning BMWs and Mercedes means
doing business with BMW and Mercedes
dealers . With a few exceptions I have
been spared the experience of traditional
" ' Mercun" car dealers. Having made up
for lost time in the course of researching
the 'Twelve Cylinders" article with
David Lightfoot, I stand astonished .
Why sentient human beings would do
business with these knuckle-dragging
chainsmokers is beyond me.
Their motto is: "Profit Before Reputation! "
DEALERSHIP NO. 1: Let us start at
Pierre Ford. The one on Lake City Way,
so you don't confuse it with other Ford
dealers , like the one in Ballard which is
really rather decent.
I called the Yugo 800 number in the
morning , and after parting company with
too much demographic data was given
Pierre Ford 's name and number as the
nearest Yugo dealer. I called them, and
made a 6:00 pm appointment with salesman "Weston" for a test drive .
Upon arrival (in the 230SL) a salesman ("Wesley") was at my car (top
down) even before I got out. You have an
appointment with Weston? He just left.
Did he know you were coming? I follow
Wesley inside. While he looks for Weston I admire the dead fish on the wall ,
their schooling interrupted by a dead turkey. The fish , obviously, represent customers . The wild turkey is either a comment on salesmen or their taste in beverage. I am soon to learn which .
In the meantime , DL arrives.
Wesley emerges from his little salesman room . There are at least six other
salesmen milling about. We are the only
customers in sight. Weston is gone , I'm
Wesley, may I help you? Yes, we want to
drive a Yugo. OK , but I have to come
along and I have to drive it off the lot, insurance "regulations" , you know . OK.
As we walk outside the salesman asks
which of us wants to buy a Yugo . We are
honest: Neither, we want to write about

Conclusions:
( 1) The salesmen at this dealership
have utterly no sensitivity about cars .
(2) The salesmen at this dealership
have utterly no sensitivity about customers .
(3) The salesmen and management at
this dealership take a very short view of
their business . They are concerned with
today's profit, not tomorrow's reputation. Kind of makes you wonder about
your treatment after you ' ve driven your
new car off the lot.
(4) There is a very good reason why
there are nineteen unsold Yugos on the
lot.
it. Hmmmm , I don 't know if we can do
that . Just a minute. Wesley disappears
inside, returns with New Car Sales Manager "Bahr". Manager Bahr questions us
about whom we write for. We explain,
and mention that our readers may be interested in Yugos. He gives us an unlikely reading of his insurance situation.
He asks how long we want the car (45
min.) &c. , and concludes that he can't
justify tying up a salesman for 45 mins.
when he could make $500 staying at the
store. I mention that our readers might be
interested in that, too.
David and I look inside at the showroom . The sharks are swimming about
with nothing to feed on (and thus we
learn the truth , that the fish are the salesmen and the customer is the wild turkey).
Manager Bahr asks if ten minutes in the
Yugo will be enough . I decline it, because it would be dishonest to my readers
to judge a car based on ten minutes in traffic . No more is offered , I count the
Yugos on the lot and head for my roadster.
On the left rear fender of my roadster is
parked a salesman 's derriere. Its control
unit (calling it a brain would be the rankest overstatement) is enjoying a
cigarette, chatting with folks in a nearby
car. He does not move his ass off my car
as I approach , but he kindly does let me
squeeze by so I can get to the driver's
door.

DEALERSHIP NO. 2: David and I
threaded our way to Pierre Hyundai , located on Aurora Ave. North . This is a
transparent effort by a traditional-type
'Mercun dealership to create a more
"mod" atmosphere. And, perhaps , to add
more wall space for the future acquisition
of stuffed animal heads . The salesmen
wore more fashionable , punkish clothes
(I recall naught but white shirts at Pierre
Ford); sales were completed at tables out
in the open , not in little cubicles; the
Great White Hunter motif was more subdued (i .e. fewer dead animals on the
walls) . Emblazoned on Pierre Hyundai's
cars was "Smart Buyers Buy Here" ,
which is close enough to Phil Smart's
"Smart Investments" tattoo to attract the
Joe Biden set, but not so close that Pierre
will be rned .
David has admirable powers of recall ,
and remembered that his sixteen year old
daughter needs a car. Ironically, David's
memory is as accurate on this sort of detail as is a car salesman 's during the sales
pitch. Only due to the quality of David's
memory did we get behind the wheel of
P . Hyundai 's guttersnipes (they had five
Yugos on the lot as well as Hyundai; the
Yugos were on loan from P. Ford) . The
place was quite busy (in marked contrast
to P . Ford) , and we actually did take a
salesman away from potential work for
the obligatory and unwanted navigational assistance. All the salesmen appeared quite young, and those whom we

spoke with knew little about what they
were selling .
We drove with one salesman and were
pitched by another as the first got called
away to the phone. They didn ' t know
much and couldn ' t keep their stories
straight. Don't these people have sales
meetings?
The repossesed Hyundai we drove
(GL package) was $7200 from salesman
1, and was down to $6000 from salesman

fact beyond exaggeration and prices fixed
in quicksand .
Conclusions:
1. 'Mercun-type car dealers are afraid
of having their cars driven .
2. The salesmen at this dealership do
not know what the hell they are selling.
Does the service department's familiarity with the cars exceed that of the sales
department?

2.

DEALERSHIP NO. 3: Number three
is , of course, BMW Seattle , f/k/a Phil
Smart, now at 714 Pike . One phone call
and the M3 was mine for a few hours .
Rick Arendt first made me look at a
cleaner-than-new orange! 320i (which is
for sale), and the Ml got the obligatory
pat on the flank. I was not checked out on
the M3 , and none was needed . I did sign
a form to the effect that my insurance was
primary. Rick did not drive the M3 out of
the showroom for me, which I understand was a mistake since Phil Jr. passed
me on his way in , and misinterpreted my
gentle traffic entry manouever as "smoking it. " Neither were we accompanied by
a salesman on our drive. The only inconvenience was wiping off the gas jockey's
drool when we needed a few gallons
pumped into the tank .

Salesman 1 told us that the average car
has 22 gauge steel, and the Hyundai 18
gauge. Salesman 2 told us that the average car has 22 gauge steel, and the Hyundai 16 gauge.
Salesman 1 told us the Hyundai
weighs 2500 lbs , and salesman 2 told us
2100 lbs .
Salesman 2 told us that Hyundai's
diagonal braking system would control
the car on ice.
Salesman 1 did not know the displacement of the Yugo ' s engine .
Salesman 2 told us the Yugo weighs
2500 lbs , when in fact it weighs 1800 lbs .
Test drives consisted of a course of
about two miles , containing only right
turns . The salesman with us the whole
way . The salesman , happily , saved his
sales pitch until each drive was over. At
which point we were fair game , with no

Conclusions:
1. The staff at BMW Seattle appreciate the difference between cars and
·appliances .
2. The staff at BMW Seattle understand the difference between a "consumer" and their customers.
3. If you like to be treated as a moderately intelligent anthropoid, you will not
go back to the ' Mercun dealerships once
discovering the alternative. I understand
this to be a matter of some concern in Detroit, as it should be . Tokyo should pay
heed , too - Subaru ' s current downfall
may not be a fluke .
The Positive Thinking. New car dealers can be their own worst enemies. The
emphasis is traditionally on "making a
deal" to the exclusion of service, followup , and the customer having some real
knowledge of whats/he 's buying. There
is a school of thought , not evident at
' Mercun dealerships , that a car should
have a price, for which it is sold , and
some of the profit should be spent on
keeping that customer happy , the salespeople trained, the walls clean of dead
animals, and so forth . It's a formula
which has worked very well for Mercedes Benz for decades, seems to be
working for BMW since it was adopted
about six years ago , and I fail to see why
it shouldn ' t work for Yugo or Hyundai .
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Engine Rebuilding:

From Assembler to Fitter
by Jim Rowe
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All of us who rebuild engines professionally start as an assembler, learning
the correct way to install main bearing
caps, rod bearing caps , pistons and so
on . Now comes the next level, what I call
a "fitter". Three things make up a good
fitter: knowing how to measure work ,
feeling when things are right , and making sound judgment calls. The assembler
will usally build what I would term a
worn-out rebuilt engine. The fitter can
equal a factory new engine and even better it.
Most machinists know who the assembiers are and who the fitters are . In dealing with the assemblers , the machinist ,
in order to avoid a comeback, will give
him a loose fit. When boring the block,
he will give the assembler .003"- .005"
cylinder all clearance and when he grinds
the crank he will give him low tolerance .
The machinist knows this type of
mechanic is more likely to overheat the .
engine and stick a piston or lube both
sides of the engine bearings (you don ' t
coat the back side of the bearings) and
have the crank partially locked up. The
fitter asks .00 15" cylinder wall clearance
and he gets it. He wants high side bearing
clearance for the crankshaft and the
machinist will give it to him because he
knows the fitter will be checking his
work and he knows he can fit the engine
together without errors. In an engine, the
difference between new and worn-out
can be measured to the thickness of a
hair.
[Reprinted from the Roundel.]
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Twelve Cylinder Test
by David Lightfoot and Thomas B. Nast
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BMW has a twelve cylinder motor on
the road, and has allowed the press a few
laps around the track in it. We were not
invited . So our twelve cylinder test used
three cars, and sought to answer the
question: What do you drive when the
750i has a flat tire?
Our test started as a comparison. We
wanted to drive an M3, so that was in .
But what do you compare an M3 to? The
190-16 Mercedes is too expensive and
will no longer be imported. The 9000
turbo too big and heavy . Besides, we
take an all-or-nothing approach to life.
So the second entry was a car which can
be bought for what the taxes on an M3
run , the Yugo . And the third car was that
Korean wunderkind, the Hyundai , a car
which costs about twice what the Yugo
costs.
Lookin g a t t h e Cars
Yugo. The Yugo is a Yugoslavian
Fiat, imported by Malcolm Bricklin .
(Yes, that Bricklin.) Like a Fiat, it is fun
to drive , its 1.1 liter engine pulling the
heavy mouse ( 1800 lbs, although a salesman tried to tell us it was 2500 lbs, which
is its gross weight) as fast as other cars in
the class, ifthere are any other cars in this
class. Also like a Fi at, it is cheap. The
first thing that strikes you is how cheap it
is. The door panels are cardboard; there
is perfectly good flocking sprayed on that
cardboard, true , but cardboard is
cardboard. The felt "carpeting", rubber
floor mats, seats with non-adjustable
backs, headliner and instrumentation
(speedo and gas gauge) reinforce that
first impression . Also impressive is how
well the car is glued together. Almost
nothing was spared - glue on the headliner , the dashboard , the doors - glue everywhere. The Yugo may precipitate a
horse shortage in Eastern Europe .
The Yugo comes only with a four
speed gearbox, one of the worst we have
ever shifted. More on this later. The rear
tires (Tagar brand, 145x 13) camber in
quite a bit, like an ancient VW bus. Also
like the VW bus is the Yugo's steering,
with a near-horizontal wheel. In fact, the
Yugo is marketed as the Beetle of the
'80's, which in our opinion is more

image than substance. The car was also
badly prepped . For example , a battery
cap was missing from one cell. With so
little objectively going for it , why even
look at one?
In one word , price. This Yugo listed
for $4419 , and as we left the salesman offered it for $3990 . We had the feeling we
could have bought it for even less - there
were five on the Pierre Hyundai lot and
another 19 at Pierre Ford (see sidebar) .
Yugo is competing with used cars ,
although one salesman (meaninglessly)
pointed out that Yugo is $I 200 less
than the "average" used car is , the
Yugo is not an "average" new car.
Hyundai . The Hyundai is twice the
car for twice the price. It is basically a
Mitsubishi built in Korea, but is far better
than the Mirage TBN drove a few years
ago. It is a heavy car at 2300 lbs, with a
gutless 1.4 liter motor. Standards of fit
and finish are high for a car in this
price range, but plastic, plastic, everywhere. The seats are a pretty good
weave of polyester, but the plastic
wheel covers are below Tonka Toy
quality. There's nothing visible which
is not a petroleum byproduct. And
again , poor prep - one of the headlights was not doing its job. This is a
basic Japanese car for $3000 less.

Where they get ya is the option list . A
stripper (unavailable at the time of test
due to strikes by exploited Korean labor)
lists for $6200, but if you want a five
speed and real tires the car will list for
over $8000 , and you get stuff like tinted
glass and a right side "automatic mirror"
(salesman talk for a mirror which can be
manually adjusted from inside the car)
whether you want it or not. The options
are a package , and you spend a lot for
that fifth cog. Even more exorbitant is
the "coupe" package , which retains the
GL ' s drivetrain and is as visually exciting as a well polished brick. The one on
the showroom floor was stickered at
$9300 . Some option.

M3. The M3 is a stock 325 except for
the engine, bodywork and suspension.
The 2.3 liter l6V engine is derived from
the F2 motor of the early eighties, pumping out a smooth 192 bhp and 170 ft/lbs.
The blistered body evokes the 944, and
has a good looking and effective air dam
in front and wing in back. The sheet
metal from the C pillar back has been
changed along with the rear windscreen,
smoothing airflow and shrinking trunk
access ability .
The car is fairly heavy at about 2700
lbs , but is about a hundred less than a
325. Part of that weight is electric windows, electric sunroof, unnecessary
chips (trip computer, service computer,
hypersonic stereo, etc.), stuff that traditionally breaks at great expense. At least
the antenna isn't electric!
Pirelli P600's shod the one-piece BBS
wheels, with a carefully selected spring/
shock combo tying the wheels to the car.
No blue interior was available (the M3,
like all test cars, was white, to keep the
field level), but what you get is a firstrate chair, albeit a bit narrow, and the
now-usual furnishings of quality and austerity . We checked out the air conditioning - it seems to work - and left the Ten
Speaker Digital Display Anti -Theft
Stereo Radio Cassette With Dolby And
Expansion Slots in the off mode , since it
could not be ordered out. The music
started about two feet north of it.
Driving the Cars

Yugo. Making the claim (which we
don't believe for a minute) that an insurer
requires a salesman to drive the car out of
the lot and tag along for the test drive of
this valuable car, we were chauffeured
out of the Pierre Hyundai lot. With two
adults and a salesman on board the car
approached its max gross weight and performance certainly suffered.
About two things there was no disagreement. First, this car has the worst
gearbox in the industry . Ambiguity has
its place, and it should not be between the
front seats of a Yugo. We both missed
gears, lots of them. And the seats are just
awful. They were probably designed by
orthopaedists in need of business, your

At-a-Glance Comparison
Yugo

Hyundai

M3

Price , approx .

$4,000

$7,000

$35,000

Layout

Transverse
front engine
front drive

Transverse
front engine
front drive

Longitudinal
front engine
rear drive

Displacement

I. I liters

l .4 liters

2.3 liters

Horsepower

55

68

192

Transmission

4 sp. manual

5 sp. manual

5 sp. manual

0-60

13. 9 secs .

14.0 secs.

7.6secs.

19 .5 secs.

19.4 secs.

15.7 secs.

Awful

Adequate

Heaven

Standing

1
/4

mi .

Subjective eval.

money back if you don't have cramps in
ten miles and b<j.ckache in twenty.
There was disagreement about driving
qualities. The motor was free-revving
and surprisingly free of surges and stumbles. It pulled briskly, given its output
(55 hp, we think) and was well mated to
the gear ratios, but it will be quite busy if
the NMSL ever gets raised to something
reasonable . The clutch was very light,
but it d~esn't do much work . Acceleration with three adults on board is bogslow off the line, with 60 mph coming in
about two leap years. The car will not
live up to its speedometer's 110 mph
promise.
One of us liked the handling and one
did not. It was a hell-for-leather, skate-itaround-the-comer kind of suspension.
Very reminiscent of '60's Fiats . Perfectly safe, given the fwd understeer, but
skittish until you get used to it. The
brakes seemed up to the small demands
imposed on them .
Tearing around comers made it clear
why we wouldn't own this car: Safety .
This is not the car to be in an accident in,
your chances don't appear much better
than on a motorcycle. There is not
enough sheet metal , padding or en-

gineering to assure survivability . We
question whether this car could get past
the DoT in a Democratic administration.
You get what you pay for, and you
don't pay very much for a Yugo. Given a
similar costing alternative, such as a used
320i, we know which we'd choose .
Hyundai. Same dealership , same
rules, and to be honest we did not get to
wring this car out as much as we'd like.
The car we drove was represented as a
repo, and had about 5000 miles on the
clock. It was a $7200 car when we got
there and a $6000 car as we left - considerable depreciation considering we
didn't hit anything with it.

The Hyundai had a good gearbox (five
speed on ours) mated to an engine which
buzzed more than it sang. Between the
carb and the EGR, the engine is not particularly smooth, surges a great deal and
does not propel the car's bulk with any
vigor. This despite keeping the revs up
and stirring the shifter quite a bit; it really
lacks low end torque, and even with the
revs up could not be described as brisk.
"Adequate" is the word.
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Handling was right up there with
Chrysler America. Severe understeer
and lack of tire adhesion are specific
complaints; "undistinguished" puts it politely; and "boring" puts it most suscinctly . Like the Subaru, it is a car for
people who don't like to drive cars.
M3. There is no such thing as a perfect
car, but the M3 comes as close as anything we have driven.
The engine is substantial but not overwhelming . It needs to spin a little before
it generates serious power, and that
power is well matched to the chassis. It is
not anemic like the 318, but if you want a
Shelby Mustang, don ' t get an M3 .
What a chassis! This is the essence of
the M3 . To get handling this good, you
would expect to need a standing appointment with a dentist. but the M3
does not knock out fillings. Somehow it
manages to absorb poor road surfaces
without much body roll or sacrifice of directional stability. The deep chin spoiler
was unscratched at the end of our drive , a
drive which would have shredded the
spoilers on our own cars .
The brakes were up to the suspension .
Maximum braking was straight and controlled. Flat-out braking on a dry surface
did not activate the abs system , yet
yielded the shortest stopping distance we
have ever experienced .
There was a surprising amount of understeer built into the suspension. The
tail could be brought out, but you really
had to work at it. We suspect this is deliberately designed in, to keep purchasers
with more money than training from killing themselves .
Two complaints. The seatbelt webbing should be wider, for better comfort
if not for withstanding higher loads . And
axle tramp could be induced under sharp
acceleration from a standing start,
though this is as much a testament to the
strength of the clutch as to deficiencies in
the rear suspension design.
At $35K the M3 is an expensive spare
tire for your 750i, and we could not recommend it, for the M3 might rise up and
smite its larger brother. And what will
you do then, if your spare goes on strike?

new modular engines), the M3 could
quickly become obsolete, the best of a
bygone era. But this era is now, and the
only way to improve on an M3 would
be to put it on a diet.

Low Water Crossings
Conclusion. The Yugo phenomenon
continues to awe us. Here is a car, capable (we presume) of transcontinental
voyages (assuming the optional chiropractor is ordered), the price of which is
about the tax bill on the M3, or cost of the
optional hardtop for the Cabriolet. For
your money , you essentially get a sloppily built, out-of-date car which may or
may not be supported when Mr. Bricklin
decides to start importing Malaysian
cars. The Yugo will make an excellent
spare tire for your 750i, but it is no
substitute for an automobile .
If we had only seven thousand dollars
to spend and listened to our mothers' advice to buy a new car, the Hyundai would
be a serious choice . As a teenager's first
car it would be excellent, as first cars
tend to get wrecked (as well as ticketed)
and the Hyundai is not a car to lead you
into temptation . It is not a driver's car, it
is an appliance, a commodity . It should
be sold by the pound . Viewed as such , it
is a bit expensive to be a spare tire , but
may be a reasonable alternative to a
clapped-out 320i
Ah, the M3 . Too good to be the spare
tire for a car twice its considerable price,
this is the baddest of rides . For us , the
question is a financial one. Will it depreciate quickly so it's merely expensive
(low 20's) or will it maintain its value
like a tii? The cost of entry is a bit prohibitive, particularly if depreciation is
steep. And with a new generation of 3series BMW's in the works (using the

By Charlie Alston
Those of you who are driving late
model "3" Series (31 S's & 325's) need to
be aware of the potential danger in driving your Bimmers through low water
crossings .
The air intake for the engine is located
just behind the left headlight assembly.
A rubber boot ducts this air directly into
the air cleaner. The reason for this is so
the engine will draw the outside air
rather than the hotter air in the engine
compartment.
When you try to drive through as little
as 6" of water, the front end of your car
can "funnel" the waves of water directly
towards the air intake boot which - acting like a very powerful vacuum cleaner
- sucks this water through the air filter
and on down into the combustion chambers of your engine . The result is instant
- the engine locks up due to a hydraulic
lock (pistons attempting to compress
cylinders full of a liquid) . The remedy is:
I . Draining the oil & changing the filter
2. Replacing the air filter
3 . Removing the spark plugs and
cranking the engine to blow the water out
of the cylinders.
4. Eventual replacement of the rather
expensive air flow meter due to corrosion
from the water.
So until an alternative intake system
can be designed, avoid water over 6"
deep ·or if you must drive through , make
sure it is at dead slow speed with no oncoming traffic creating larger waves.

If you
want to own
"The Ultimate Driving Machine,"

See your
credit union first.
Weyerhaeuser Tacoma Credit Union will finance your
car and offers competitive rates and flexible terms.
Call today for more information. If you are not a current
member, we'll be happy to send you information. Just
call ( 206) 924-7530, 1-800-922-WTCU (Inside WA) or
1-800-334-WTCU (Outside WA).

A..

Weyerhaeuser 'fucoma Cred;t Unfrm

909 S. 336th, Suite 100
Federal Way, WA 98003

Each mcm~r

accou nt in5u rtd 10 S I 00.000

NCUA
National f'rcd1 1 Union Adm1ms1ra11on

ARE YOU SERIOUS ABOUT PERFORMANCE?
We have seven years' experience making suspension and turbo systems. Thousands
of hours of research and development have gone into these systems with many high
tech features not found in our competitors' products. Here is what the editor of the
BMWCCA ROUNDEL had to say about one of our cars. "The painstaking atten-

tion to detail was evident everywhere you looked ... rocket sled performance."
When you get serious about performance, give us a calf.
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DINAN ENGINEERING AVC.:
81 Pioneer Way, Mt. View, CA 94041 • (415) 962-9417
A division of BAVARIAN PERFORMANCE, INC. specializing in high performance products.

Some products not legal for safe or use in California on pollution controlled vehicles.

On The Differences Between Men and Women
Well, one hopes that the headline
got your attention. Those of you who
went to the annual banquet held on
November 21 at the Bellevue Athletic
Club will probably have a lot of
memories from this particular event,
since there was the aura of "special
occasion" all about the place from the
moment one walked in. Little did we
know how special this occasion was
going to be, thanks in no small measure to the party in the next room,
which was just getting loose when we
were sitting down to our program.
Mind you , any party that combines
all-time musical favorites such as "Do
the Hokey Po key" with selections from
Ronco 's "Dance Party 86" can't be all
bad?! ?
First, there was the silent auction,
which featured many very fine items
donated by our business friends as well
as some highly spirited bidding. A
complete list of items , who donated
them, and the successful bidders appeared in last month's magazine, but
special mention needs to be made
about the complete valve job donated
by German Autowerke, the set of 4 Bridgestone RE71 tires donated by Puget
Sound Tire and Bridgestone, the certificate for a complete major service from
Bellevue BMW, and the certificate
from Veloz Car Computers allowing
purchase of an eta motor performance
kit for $300 instead of the normal $995 .
Special thanks go Denny Organ and
Sharon Silverstone, who arranged for
most of the items. Kudos also to Bob
Hannah, whose contact with Veloz
encouraged them to donate their items.
Secondly, there was the drawing for
the membership prize , which was one
month's use of a 325i, generously
donated by BMW Seattle. Not content
with winning the bidding duel to the
death with Tom O'Dell for the Veloz
performa nce kit , the lucky winner was
Al Lancaster. Dan Remer, President

E

CLUB
BMW Seattle, was on hand to present
Al with his prize . We will expect full
road test reports from Al on his Velozenhanced 325es as well as the 325i. Al
didn't relize the price one pays for winning these things is becoming a contributing writer for the magazine. Do you
hear me Al. Al? ...
Finally, the main event of the evening, which was Satch Carlson ruminating on the differences between men
and women. You were wondering when
this article would live up to its billing at
the top of the page, weren't you? It's
with deep regret that you have to be
informed that Mr. Carlson's thoughts
on the above subject as well as many

others will have to await the treatment
by one far more skillful than I at
recounting such things, David Lightfoot. Mr. Lightfoot will be discussing
Mr. Carlson's talk as well as other
juicy bits of gossip and innuendo in a
forthcoming BIMMER BIO.
Meanwhile, our thanks go to Dave
Griffith of Alan BMW of Edmonds,
whose long association with Satch as
well as his great support of our Club
was instrumental in bringing the
Auto week columnist to Seattle for our
banquet. Dave was kind enough to
provid e Satch with a 535i for his stay
here.
A special thanks to David and Lucetta
Lightfoot, who saw that the little details
as well as the big picture we re being
taken care of. One shudders to think
what the Club would be like without
the services of the Dynamic Duo.
Thanks to all that came and enjoyed
the event. We look forward to seeing
you as well as those that couldn 't ma ke
it at club events in the new year.
- Tom Williams

Nurnburgring 87
- Just A Family Drive In The Country
By Dan Patzer
Those that know me will agree that I
talk a lot - especially when I'm excited
about something ... like Bimmers.
When we got to the car rental desk at
the Frankfurt airport, sporting BMW
patches all over our jackets, and with
kids and bags stacked like cord-wood
on the hand carts, our exhaustion was
eclipsed by our excitement as the very
polite clerk got our reservation paperwork and the key to our Opel (which at
over $100 a day was all we could afford
for the week of travel while getting to
Munich to pick up our BMW) I was
babbling on about how we'd come all
the way from Seattle to join other
BMW Club members for a 4 day driving school at Niimburgring and we
were so excited about driving such fine
cars at speed. The clerk asked me if I
had a BMW back home in the States.
Glad she had the time for me to list
them. She was sincerely amazed. She
reached back to the key board and
handed me a BMW key with a smile
apologizing that it was only a 3'er, but
we could have it for the same rate. Did
we take it? Does a tii smoke on trailing
throttle . . . ha .. . ha ... ha!
The terrain and scenery is very similar to that of Western Washington.
The highway speeds are doubled and
then some. It's a bit of a squeeze for all
of us in a 2-door 325i but the children
are still small enough, and what-thehey, a little suffering builds character.
Melinda our very trustworthy babysitter has accompanied us on the journey and is strapped in as a partition
between the kids in the back. Did you
know you have to be 12 years or older
to sit up front in Germany?
On the trip to the track, we volunteered to ferry up a "spare car." So for
several hundred kilometers, I felt like a
chauffeur with my nine year old daughter Anathea sitting in the back. Actually she was a very good navigator with
maps all over the seat.
The June weather had a few surprises in store. Have you seen the dashplaques that say "don't open windows

Dan "getting some air" as the inside tires unweight on one of the Rings many turns.
over 125 mph?" Well, we learned the
wet way the sunroof wouldn't close
above 75 mph. The little wind-whistle
strip would lift up just enough to jam
the mechanism. We were in and out of
showers half of the day. Showers that
reduced visibility to a couple hundred
feet. At the prevailing speeds I felt like
I was making an instrument approach
to Paine Field, not just looking for the
exit at Koblenz.
Twice we stopped due to a backfiring type noise that only occured during rain . It sounded like the tail-pipe
was under water and sometimes the
resonance was enough to be felt through
the steering. Rest stop ahead, check
the engine compartment ... maybe a
loose plug wire. On to next rest stop ...
check the under-carriage and exhaust.
All temperatures, pressures and indicators were good, but at speeds above
100 kph ... ka-pow ... ka-pow. Finally
got into such a cloud burst all traffic
was at 50 kph and I had to seal the
sunroof tight. That fixed it! The sound
was generated by water drops getting

sucked through the sunroof drain tubes
at speed. Yes, you can have the twoway roof popped up a bit and not get
wet if you don't mind the noise.
Most of the time, the kids were
either sleeping, or playing, but now
there was a certain electricity in the air.
Belts on tight, all unnecessary items
stowed. Green flag at the ready, a
quick glance at the track steward found
a smile not a frown. I didn't want to get
a black flag at the start-box, as we had
the whole damn-family in the Bimmer
for my graduation lap. Actually, I felt
it would help me as I would be talking
the kids through all the situations,
before each corner. My concentration
would be up and my speed down a bit.
We get the flag and knowing this lap
is for style not for speed, I only lurch
moderately as we head off. Our children have ridden with us at road-course
tracks in Seattle, Portland and Vancouver B.C. We weren't about to deny
them the opportunity to ride-roundthe ring.

Marilyn, my wife and navigator,
said the expressions on the judges faces
were hilarious as we flew through the
S's, round curves, up cliffs, hot-footed
it past Hatzen Bach, slid by the Schikane, flew over Flugplatz, forged the
Adenauer Forst, met up Mit Metgesfeld, aileron-rolled about the Karussell, wept at Wipperman, saw a 323i
planted at Pflanz-Garten, and rolled
up to the pumps in the pits. Took out 3
dishevelled bodies, and took on 40
litres of 104 octane at about $2. 70 a
gallon.
Then back inline with Marilyn at the
wheel for her lap . This could have been
just a dream. Just driving the 4.54 km
new formula-! track at Niirnburgring
with its 14 corners and 9% incline
would be a dream. Add to that the 20+
kilometers of the old track and its zillion curves as it traverses the spine of a
series of hills about a natural bowl.
The track is so large, there are 4 towns
and a couple villages inside of it. The
elevation changes and roller-coaster
lay-out allow acceleration that is unreal.
Only the very bold can hold open
throttle on much of the track. Speed
sneaks up and often I find myself
heavy into the anti-skid brake before
realizing it.
Sound like a dream you'd like? If
you're a BMW club member and you've
survived some form of track-training,
you should be eligible for the annual
BMW Club Driving School held for
the last 25 years at Niirnburgring. For
details contact Ilse Dietel, the International Secretary, who is with the L.A.
Club at (714) 493-9154. Or contact
Dan or Marilyn Patzer of Bimmers
Only at (206) 743-2002. I've been there
5 times and can give tips on travel and
housing as well as the track event.
You have to act soon as the few (50
or so) positions for American participants fill up as fast as registration
opens in January. The expenses vary
from year-to-year. It's by far the most
training you'll get for the money in live
Bimmers that I know about.
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Just another family drive? Hardly! Here the family experiences the G-forces ofa
power-on trip through the high banking of the Nunburgring'sfamous Karussell.
In addition to the walking-talking
and driving sessions on the track, there
are several confidence building sessions, including a slickened skid pad
for slides, skids, hand-brake turns,
driving backwards-forwards . . . (just
like in the movies), lane change or
avoidance situation ... (short notice &
high speed), and turning while braking. The most memorable for both
Marilyn and me was the guard-rail collision training. That's right in real
BMW's, you go out and properly hit a
guard rail at speed. Turn around and
hit it on the other side.
I mustn't forget "Wild Willie" driving a 325ix four-wheel drive. He took
us on interesting excursions between
the black top and the guard rails demonstrating that a car bobbling about
on its suspension has little if any controlability. So if I got this right, when
you've totally lost it, you return the
steering wheel to 12 o'clock center
(some drivers put a piece of white tape
on the steering wheel for quick ID of
12 o'clock) and just hold it there for an
instant until the car gets back on top of

its suspension, then you'll have something which can be controlled. For
training he'd have us violently turn the
wheel 90 degrees or more at speed,
then just center the wheel and wait for
the world to catch up, then just steer
out of it. Do not attempt this in your
own living room. "Wild Willie" is
world famous for his patented rear
suspension consisting of little full castoring wheels that go on where normal
rear wheels go on front wheel drive
cars. Try driving a figure 8 on a banked
surface as any sudden change of throttle or steering causes the car to
"helicopter."
On any such adventure, anticipate
some surprises. The tour bus left one
Miami couple behind and it cost them
$150 taxi fee to catch up with the
group. When we arrived in Munich,
there was no room at the Inn. Well, to
make up for that, when we got to
Niirnburgring, there were people getting our room ready. Unfortunately, it
was their bags they were unpacking.
Let's talk about the good times instead.
I must tell you about the wonderful

resort-hotel Amerwald BMW has down
on the Austrian border. It's 20km from
the nearest town down a nice paved
road albeit too narrow for a center
stripe. The hotel is between Linderhof,
site of the fairy-land castle and Reutte .
Just a few km from a very large Lake
Plansee arid nestled at the foot of the
Austrian Alps including the highest
peak in Bavaria the Zugspitze.
The hotel chef's helpers do their own
butchering so the meat is on-the-hoof
fresh . We visited the holding pens and
saw wild boar, turkeys, calves, sheep
and naturally a large trout aquarium.
The Amerwald is a full-service resort
hotel with its own pool, sauna, bowling,
lawn chess, walking & hiking trails,
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gourmet restaurants , gift shop, indoor
parking and outdoor lot full of
Dimmers.
Naturally, I did all of this just so I
could come back and tell you about it.
It was a nasty job, but somebody had
to do it. As my seven year old son
Phillip would say, "radical."

65 MPH Limit Has Little
Effect On Drive Speeds,
Say Experts
Washington state drivers decide the
speed at which they are going to drive
regardless of the speed limit, traffic
researchers say.
Before the speed limit on certain
stretches of rural interstate highways
in Washington was raised to 65 mph ,
drivers chose to speed there. They continue to speed on those same roadways
today, but by not as many miles per
hour over the speed limit, says Wayne
Gruen, state traffic engineer.
When the signs read 55 mph , the
vast majority of drivers on those rural
stretches of interstate highway elected
to drive at or under 65 , he said. Six
months after the state raised the speed
limit on those stretches to 65 , the same
majority of drivers on those same
roads now drive at or under 69 mph .
Eighty-five percent of Washington
drivers drove at 65 mph or under
before the 65-mph top speed was legalized , Gruen said .
To test at what speed a given road
should be driven, experts watch how
fast 85 percent of motorists drive it.
For traffic researchers , the 85th percentile is considered the norm, he said .
"Regardless of signing, drivers make a
judgment of what speed is comfortable," he said .
Gruen does not believe speeding is
mcreasmg.

Neither does the State Patrol's District 7 commander, Capt. Fred Pilon,
who has to enforce both 65 mph and 55
mph sections of Interstate 5 from the
Canadian border to the King County
line.
"We are getting better voluntary
compliance in the 65 zones , not as
much creeping over as we had with
55," Pilon said .
Within the 65 mph zones, 5 percent
of traffic exceeds 70 mph , compared to
about I percent that exceeded 70 before
the top speed was raised , Gruen said .
The legislation that allowed the new
65 mph speed limit was designed to
avoid affecting traffic in urban areas ,
but some State Patrol officials say that
motorists get used to driving at the
faster rate and continue to speed as
they enter 55 mph zones.
"Call it habit or highway hypnosis ,"
said Lt. Dick Carr, assistant district
commander of District I.
(From Seattle Tim es)
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Simmers Only
Since 1967
Dan Patzer, Consultant
14102 - 3rd Place West
Everett, Washington 98204
(206) 743-2002
Assessment
Restoration
Modification

Parts (0.E.M .)
Instruction
Taping (VHS)

Prices 10-40% off list

Under Pressure
Nothing affects tire life, handling ,
braking, and ride comfort more than tire
pressure .
I recently took my car in for a front end
alignment. When I returned to pick up
the car, the mechanic asked me how
much air I normally kept in the tires. I replied that normally, I keep between 3032 psi , and I had just checked pressures a
few days prior to bringing the car in . He
then said that someone must be stealing
the air because I barely had 20 psi in any
of the tires.
Next he inquired about the type of tire
gauge I was using. I reached in the glove
box and pulled out my trusty (?) pencilstyle air gauge . We then checked the
tires. His gauge read 32 psi , mine read 45
psi . I then bled out air until mine read 32
psi. His then read 20 psi.
The moral of the story: Pencil type
tire gauges are cheap. They are only accurate for about six to twelve months,
and only if they were properly calibrated
when new. I also learned the in-line

gauge at my local service station was
way off. I made a comment to their
mechanic about it, and he told me that
since they're usually stolen, it made no
sense to put out a good quality gauge for
customers to use. He also showed me a
disclaimer on the air gauge not guaranteeing the accuracy of the unit.
Your local BMW dealer sells and excellent tire gauge at a bargain price. It's
an all metal design , by Motometer of
West Germany. It has a circular gauge
and a small button on the side to release
air pressure. The list price is $15. 98 and
it comes with a leather case. The part
number is #88 88 5 000.
-from BMW CCA Cornhusker Chapter's
der Maisbauer

318 Front Wheel Bearing
Failure
All 318 's are prone to front wheel
bearing failure between 30 and 60
thousand miles . This is a systematic
problem that BMW NA does not recog-

~~~--fires PLUS--.
Discounters of
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
TIRES & WHEELS
PRICI:
Low Discount Prices.
SILICTION1 Over 4,000

tires in stock - Pirelli,
Goodyear, Yokohama,
Bridgestone, Michelin,
B. F. Goodrich, and Cooper.
SllVICl1 Friend ly, informed sales people;
Fiii tire mounting using European Tire
Machines for Touch less Mag Wheel Mounting.
All wheels are hand torqued to manufacturer's
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nize, i.e. , "6 cyl. heads don't crack." Ha!
Ha! I have personally seen several cases
of this bearing failure over the course of
this last year. The problem lies with the
design - not the maintenance, grease
packing of the bearing . To top this off,
the bearings are assembled as part of the
front hub - this is the part that rotates on
the spindle / axle and the wheel bolts to .
Therefore , the replacement of the bearings is actually the replacement of the
front hub assembly that costs between
$70 and $130 per side. Add to this between l hour to I 1/2 hours labor per side
and you see this is not a pleasant preventative maintenance bill. The alternative,
however, is less pleasing - being towed
off the road because the failure happens
most frequently at highway speeds and in
most cases without significant telltale
signs to identify imminent failure. The
bottom line is that it is my recommendation to replace the bearing/hub assemblies on any 318 in the high risk
group - over 30K miles .
Mike Zarkowsky
NY Chapter , BMW CCA

New Five Series
You probably haven't had a chance
to drive on the 323iX yet, but you
should hurry. For there is a plethora of
newer models on the way, and it's hard
to catch up when you get behind on
these sorts of chores.
Next March the new S-series will be
released in Europe. Their look is patterned after the new 7-series, which is to
say, they look terrific. They are a little
less limousine-like than the Sevens and
have a neat little pompadour built into
the trunk lid (presumably for aerodynamics, not fashion). The body is four
inches longer (with a S.6" wheelbase
increase) and two inches wider than
the present Fives, most of the extra
length dedicated to rear legroom. Consequently, the inside is about the same
size as the Seven's. At about 3100 lbs, it
should outperform the Seven, assuming the same engine is installed .
A variety of engines is available in
Europe, but over here you can expect
the familiar 3.S liter out of the 73Si, at
least for a few years. Come 1990, the
new range of modular engines will be
in full production, with the S-series
slated to get a 4.0 V-8! Frankly, I
shudder at the prospect of being on the
receiving end of any new engine from
any manufacturer, but the success
(engineering, not marketing) of BM W's
2.4 liter turbodiesel is encouraging.

Speaking of diesels , the continentonly 324td has been revised, with electronic fuel injection and turbo boost
control, all mapped on a chip. I believe
this is a first, certainly in passenger
cars-all other diesels I've seen have
had mechanical injection pumps as
their heart. Or else the Autocar report
mis-states the nature of the fuel delivery system (BMW used electronic controls on the mechanical injection pump
on the S24td). Back when the S24td
was available (remember the S24td? I'd
sure like to find a used one for a fair
price!) I advocated putting the engine
into a 3-series chassis. This BMW did,
and l 'm sorry the car isn't imported,
but given U.S. marketing conditions I
can hardly fault BMW for the decision. Next fuel crunch, maybe they'll
come in. I wonder if BMW will EPA
certify the new engine? It would be a
bright move .. .
Back to those new Fives. Look for
ABS and ATC (automatic traction
control) on them, along with air bags
and an option package with IS" BBS
wheels and 22S / 60 tires. And a 0.31
drag coefficient as standard equipment,
translating to about I SO mph top speed
and no wind noise at cruise.
The MS will not be replaced in
Europe until summer of '89, when the
new chassis will get a 24 valve 3.7 liter
six, rated at 300 hp and good for l6S
mph. My guess is that the 3.7 liter MS
will hit our shores about when the 4.0
V-8 S40i comes in; this would parallel

the present M3 / 32Si dichotomy nicely,
with the M having fewer cylinders,
smaller displacement, less weight and
more ponies . And look for a turbo M3
even sooner, at least in Europe. It
seems a shame to spoil the M3 with a
turbocharger, but one can only assume
BMW has something pretty nifty in
store for us. Maybe a turbocharged
small six cylinder?
About 1990 the S-series variants
should start arriving, including the
obligatory four wheel drive , a station
wagon and, possibly, a hatchback.
Hard to see why BMW would want to
add a hatchback to the range, and if
we 're lucky it will be cancelled, if for no
other reason than the D Mark being so
out of whack.
-Thomas B. Nast

"Drive To Win" Available
To Club Members
Members can now rent the outstanding
video "Drive To Win." Cost is $5 per
week and proceeds will go toward establishing a video library of driving instructional tapes. Call Denny Organ at 2851402 evenings to reserve your week.

BERNARD IMPORTS
Specializing in sales &
service for
BMW/VOLVO/SAAB
OPEN 6 DAYS
22207 Marine View Dr.
Des Moines, WA 98198

878-8556
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BELLEVUE BMW SUBARU is pleased to announce extended evening service hours. You can drop your car off as late as 9 p.m., and
we'll work through the night so you can pick it up the next morning.

For more information or an appointment call 643-4544

SINCE 1979
GERMAN CAR SPECIALIST~ INC.
HAS BEEN YOUR EASTSIDE
QUALrrYINDEPENDENT
BMW SERVICE HEADQUARTERS.
The TRADITION CONTINUES at 1-90 and 1-405.
FACTOR IA.
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
15% BMWACA Discount

21 l

IT'S YOUR BODY
AND YOU CAN
TRY IF YOU
WANT TO...
Just try and find another auto body shop in the Pacific Northwest
with our experience, our technology and our written guarantees.
The team at CollisionCraft works with state-of-the-art equipment...
such as the Car-0-Liner for unibody repair and the CustomAire
Down Flo Auto Booth for a superior paint finish.
It's your body. For some of the best seNice and cosmetic
work in the Northwest, take it to CollisionCraft.

Open Monday through Saturday at Willows Automotive Center,
9125 Willows Road, just off Redmond Way in Redmond.
Call 883-8556.

15°/o discount on deductable for club members

llll•B

~

CollisionCraft, Ltd.

~ Fine Auto Body Specialists

9125 Willows Road • Redmond, WA 98052

Korman M-3 Wins
When you talk about driven to win ,
you have to talk about Firestone Firehawk Endurance championship racer
Ray Korman. Last year, Ray had
Sports class almost won until a lastrace crash put his BMW 325e out of
the hunt. A major disappointment, but
not as disappointing as most of 1987
was .
Moving up to Grand Sports in a
never-raced-before BMW M-3 had Ray
taking his lumps through the first six
races. But he never stopped looking to
improve , and improve he did. Eighth
overall at Road America. Fourth at
Lime Rock Park. And finally, after a
season of frustration, in our ninth and
next-to-last race at Watkins Glen, with
Davy Jones sharing the wheel, it finally
happened . A well-deserved first place
finish for a driver who simply refused
to quit.

Electrical Gremlins?
A common problem with early 320i's
is a cracked fuse box circuit board. As
engine compartment temperatures change,
contact across the crack may be intermittent. The result will be a car that sometimes runs and sometimes doesn't, for no
apparent reason. Another possible
symptom could be an electrical system
that does not function as it should. For
example, if you turned on your headlights and the wipers came on. Power
will tend to find an alternative route
through the fuse box.
Repair is by replacement and is a fairly
easy job it you move one wire at a time
from the old box to the new box.
-Byron Sanborn

Turn Your 32Se/S28e
Into a 6,000 r.p.111.
Porsthe Eater!!
This is it folks, as good as it gets! A real 40% hp increase ETA

"'"'"fon w;th au the ""'" catofoUy thought out •ml Put to,.the"
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3 2 7 i PER IF 0
The kit consists of:
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- 1 high performance camshaft
- 12 dual valve springs, for higher rev range
- 1 reprogrammed Motronic computer
- 1 7,00Q rpm tach face to rep/ace stock 5,000 rpm unit
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$995" (with computer exchange).
fi.5{.,~*J~§!J!p 0 WE R CH IP
A good place
to start.
Modified fuel curve improves driveability and performance.
Stock
rev limit:

$150 •

{deductable from 327i kit should owner decide to upgrade}.

VELOZ

· Motronic is a registered trademark
of Robert Bosch, Inc.

CAR COMPUTERS

PM AUTO

Nor legal for pollution controlled
cars in California.

206-426-6486
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·1nrroducroty price for club members.
Prices will increase 25%.
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205th & Aurora
P.O. Box 220
Edmonds, WA 98020
(206) 778-1131
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I'm the pro at the Firestone Performance
Pro Shop. I'm no fake. I'm a car enthusiast
like you. So you' re not going to hear any
double talk. Or wimpy answers.
To back up my knowledge and experience
Firestone has put me through intense training on the latest tire and service technology.
And you shou ld see my place. It's stocked
with serious performance products. The
best names in the business like Pirelli,
Bosch, Moog, Firestone, Bilstein and
Yokohama.

"Controlling a perfonnance car with the
wrong tires is like running a marathon in
high heels'.'
~'Y

at.

l1AELLI

•

FIREHRU/lf

\K"\l/OHAMA
IV!'\

If you demand top road performance and
maximum handling capabilities , I'm the guy
to see. My Pro Shop stocks Firestone
Firehawks, Pirelli and Yokohama tires in
H-and V-speed ratings~

"My custom wheels offer the ultimate in
perfonnance and styling'.'
I stock Enkei and Progressive, along with
other top-quality names that are SEMAapproved. Come in and check them out.
They ' re available in 13, 14, 15 and 16 inch
sizes. Also, check out how I mount them . I
use European-style equipment for crackproof, mar-proof wheel mounting

''The Firestone Perfonnance Pro Shop is
my shop and yours'.'
You're a specia l driver. You own a
special car. So you need a serious tire ,
wheel and shock package. You also need a
guy you can talk to. And trust. I' m your
man. Stop in ... grill me. I think you'll like
what yoy hear.

For the Pro Shop nearest you, call
1-800-847 ·3776.

Seattle Southcenter
215 Andover Park West
248-3062

Woodinville
13818 N.E. 175th St.
486-2891

Mill Creek
1012 - 164th Street S.E.
742-1790

Everett
8130 Evergreen Way
next to K Mart
348-3000

Tacoma Mall
211 Tacoma Mall
473-4740
'Ask for Fireston e·s speed rat ing and tire safety in formation.

.................
~

BRIDGESTONE
Congratulate Byron
Sanborn, voted
Northwest Region
SCCA "Driver of the
Year" for his racing
achievements in 1987.

*Your Puget Sound Region
connection for specialized
tire and wheel needs
* Competitive prices
* Knowledgeable staff
* Featuring Yokohama,
Bridgestone,
Goodyear, Pirelli, Michelin,
Fulda &.. more
* Front-end alignment Free
with purchase of any set of
performance tires
* $1,000 instant credit (OAC)
*BMW ACA's first choice in
performance tires &.. wheels
1101 Pacific Hwy S., Seattle, WA 98168

(206) 763-1273
Ask forfoe Stubblefield

PUGET SOUND TIRE
~~~~~'l~iAN SHEEPSKIN SEATCOVERS
Northwest's Largest Selection

BMW ACCESSORIES
PARTS AND SERVICE
BMW
NEW PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES CATALOG

• Extensive Inventory
• Discount Prices
• Guaranteed Quality

Wraparounds

Double Caps

Tailormade

Full wraparound with matching
stretch back. Large assortment
of colors. Priced from.

100% Sheepskin for
European styled seats.
Unsurpassed quality.

100% Sheepskin made to
order by year, make, model.
A glove like fit guaranteed.

$49.95 TO $79.95 ea.

$69.95 TO $129.95 ea.

$339.95 TO $459.95 ea.

• AUTO NOSE MASKS (BRAS) • CUSTOM CAR COVERS
•CUSTOM FLOOR MATS• LEATHER DRIVING ACCESSORIES

~ SI H I E IE I PSll\1 1~ SlrA\lrl lU~ ~
YOUR SHEEPSKIN SPECIALIST
367-8383

SEATILE

LYNNWOOD

Lake City

644-4343

BELLEVUE

771-5353

19725 Hiway 99
Just South of 196th

13721 Lake City Way N.E.

FEDERAL WAY

941-0052

14230 N.E. 20th

1706 s. 3201h

Across from Ross Plaza

SeaTac Village, Near Ernst

BURIEN

241-7373
121 S.W. 152nd
1/2 Block West of 1st. S.

TACOMA

472-3175

5015 Tacoma Mall Blvd.
Just South of Chuck-E-Cheese's

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

• Skilled Sales Staff
• Fast, Reliable Service
• 48 hr. Service on
In Stock Items
•MC/VISA

QUALITY • PRICE • SERVICE

fliiiJl • klvanan

~auto service inc.
44 Exeter St., Newmarket, NH 03857
(603) 659-2002
Send $2.00 for cata logue; free w ith order
All Parts F.O. B. Newmarket

by Denny Organ

Is it Subarus Or Me?
Is it that all Subaru drivers resemble
the south end of a horse or is it that I
just bring out the best in them? Last
week I was driving south on 15th
approaching the Ballard bridge. This is
a wide four lane street. As I passed the
Skippers some semi-suicidal in a Booroo wagon blitzed by on the right
where there is no lane. This usually
isn't so objectionable if the person is
making a right turn. But not this one.
Right before the bridge he briskly
merged left, nicely cutting off a car.
Face it, I have a hard time dealing with
people with blatantly bad road manners.
By the time we reached the south
end of the bridge, I was fortunate
enough to be following our subject
through the right turn toward Fisherman's Terminal. Maybe I was following a little close, but I assumed if this
Subaru was in such a hurry he would
speed off after we rounded the corner
anyway. Not this guy. When he spotted someone a little close he threw out
the anchor and now became a slow
moving roadblock. Do these guys think
they own the road?
This time justice was almost served .
As we turned left to head toward Seattle Pacific University, he was so busy
watching his rearview mirror and
blocking the road that he failed to
notice a large tractor trailer coming in
the opposite direction taking up a lane
and a half. Only a last second evasive
maneuver saved an interesting mating
of Kenworth and Subaru. I smiled all
the way to work.
Business News
Lots of news among our business
friends. Last month I reported that the
Ultimate Motor Works insert in the
December issue would be honored
until January 31 . Due to timing of the
magazine, Gordon and Pete have extended this offer to all club members
for another month. Again, any club
member can have the Ultimate crew
perform a complete four point inspec-

tion (brakes & suspension, radiator &
antifreeze, belts & hoses, wiper blades
& fluids) free. Call 823-1212 in Kirkland for an appointment. This offer
will be good through the month of
February.
Many members have been watching
the progress of the new Bellevue BMW
store now under construction. The
new facility will be first class and
should solve all of the overcrowding
around the current building. The new
location is about one block west of the
existing store. We are looking for an
opening in the near future and hopefully a club open house sometime in
the coming months. Bellevue BMW is
also the winner of the 1987 BMW Business Challenge, easily outdistancing
the rest of the pack in recruiting new
members for our club. We greatly
appreciate all the support and efforts
of the BBS staff, especially parts manager and soon to be road racer, Denny
Warner. Look for a future Zilndfolge
article featuring Bellevue BMW.
At Puget Sound Tire, Joe Stubble
field recently became a principal in the
business. At the same time, the truck
tire division has moved out of the
Pacific Highway South location leaving Joe the whole store to concentrate
on retail sales and services. Plans call
for a remodel of the current facility
with improved parking and a larger

showroom area. We wish Joe the best
as PST continues to be one of the top
tire stores in the Northwest.
On the club discount front a few
updates are in order. One of our newest advertisers, the Sheepskin Station,
is offering club members a generous
15% discount on their beautiful Australian sheepskin seat covers. Many of
you had the opportunity to see and feel
these sheepskins at the banquet. Check
their ad in Zilndfolge for the nearest
location to you. Next, our good friends
at 1-90 Autocenter are offering club
members a 15% discount on labor and
a 10% discount on parts. Thanks Byron
and Terry. Remember the open house
and tech session at 1-90 on Saturday,
January 30.
A final addition to the discount list
is the Squeeky Clean Car Wash in the
Renton Highlands. The Smith family,
owners of Squeeky Clean and club
members, are offering a 10% discount
on all services. They feature an all
cloth system with no top brush and
promise no finish damage.

Help Is Coming
After missing an issue and publishing a couple of days late for December(!), Zilndfolge is now receiving a
much needed injection of new talent.
Susan Herrero and Susan Howard
have volunteered to help bring you the
club magazine each month and I am
obviously overjoyed to have them
aboard. However, we could still use
one or two more recruits as the job of
publishing your magazine covers many
fronts. If you have interests in anything from writing to editing to layout
or even helping with the mailing, please
contact either Tom Williams or myself.
Speaking of writers, the magazine is
always looking for locally written
material. A number of you have suggested great articles but somehow they
never seem to arrive in the mailbox.
We are always looking for good copy,
if you would like to contribute, do!

Local Hero
Byron Sanborn
There is a column in the National
SCCA magazine titled "Local Hero"
that is reserved for outstanding local
road racers . When I read this column, I
always think of Byron Sanborn who
ought to be recognized as one of the
top nonprofessional road racers in the
Northwest.
Byron's personal and racing background is the stuff of extended Bimmer
Bio's, so we'll save those details for
another issue. However, Byron's national racing achievements during the
1987 season deserve special recognition.
In the fall of 1986, after many years
of racing cars owned by others, Byron
decided to go on his own. He purchased a Golf GTi to challenge the
Showroom Stock C class, which has
been dominated by the GTi's in recent
years. Byron won his first race in the
Golf and ended the season with only
two less than first finishes, both in
N ationai races in California against
questionably legal cars (the politics of
SCCA road racing). In the Oregon
Regional Road Racins Championships,
Byron was the only driver of over 200
competitors to finish the season with a
perfect score, earned from checkered
flags at every Oregon event.
Byron's goal in '87 was to race in the
National SCCA Championships in
Atlanta. He qualified for the "Runoffs"
in a big way by winning the Norpac
division title in his class . This means
Byron was the top West Coast SSC
driver from San Francisco to the Canadian border.
Last October it was off to Atlanta, a
major commitment for a West Coast
driver to make the journey across the
States for the Runoffs. Byron was
assisted by his father Kent on the drive
back and some local loonies, notably
the Christensen, Warner, Organ gang,
who flew back to help in the pits and
lend other necessary moral support.

Top: A serious Mr. Sanborn minutes before the start of the SCCA National
Championship race. Below: Byron's GTi sports sponsors from The Ballard
Market to Freemont, California, plus a few stops in between.

After four days of practice and qualifying, Bryon had earned the 11th spot
on the grid, a respectable start out of
some 26 SSC cars, especially considering By had never been on this track
previously. The tension was high on
race day, but we knew Byron would
find his way into the heat of the battle.
At the start, their was a major shunt
involving many of the top cars. Byron
made it through the first lap and soon
began moving up. By midway through
the race, By had worked up to eighth
and was being challenged heavily by
two other GTi's. Skillful driving by
Byron forced the two challengers to
take each other off the track. I could
see the smile on Byron's face from the
pits. At the last lap Byron had worked
his way up to sixth, but was now being
challenged by one of the top national
drivers originally involved in the first
lap shunt. On the back side of the circuit By was forced back to seventh, but
he patiently waited to make his move.
Near the final turn, as they approached
the end of the track's longest straight,
Byron made a textbook perfect pass
and never looked back. He took sixth
place by less than half a car length.
Congratulations to Byron. An outstanding finish for a first time shot at
the SCCA National Championships.
Watch out 1988 !
- Denny Organ

Top right: Byron obviously
pleased, and a bit more relaxed after his 30 minute
battle to sixth place in the
Runoffs. Bottom: The green
flag waves as the pack heads
toward turn one three-abreast I
Byron is five cars back on
the right. Seconds after this
photo was taken a number
of cars were involved in a
major shunt.

Classified
Marketplace
FOR SALE: '67 1800, '69 2500, '69
1802, '74 Bavaria auto., '76 530i. Prices
from $4,500 to 9,500. Call Dan at
743-2002.
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FOR SALE: '87 325i Cabriolet, 14K,
white / blk leather, custom sheepskins
front / rear, BMW logo floor mats , bra,
alarm, A/ C, ABS , limited slip. $31 ,000.
Call 282-4429.
FOR SALE: Race car, Datsun 510.
Fun, fast, competitive, beautiful, well
prepared. Fully instrumented, comp.
driver's seat, 8 6" mags w / race tires,
tow bar, loads of new and used spare
parts. Licensed and street legal. Hproduction or SCCA CP-3 prepared.
Bullet proof, inexpensive, reliable ,
dialed-in road racer. Only $3600 / obo.
Barry, 328-1034 .
WANTED: 3.0 Bavaria, 3.0S, or 3.0Si.
4-speed only. Original car in top condition is desired. You must be willing to
take your car to Roosevelt Auto Body
for inspection by Jon Carson. Write:
Tom Carson, 14020 Glacier Highway,
Juneau, AK 99801 (907) 789-0034.
FOR SALE: '81 745i, red w / grey int.,
fully loaded, BBS wheels , perfect condition, $16,500. 733-1304.
FOR SALE: '74 Bavaria 3.0S . Original factory alloys, AT, many new parts
(have receipts). Good rubber, exc. cond .
in and out and mechanically. $3250.
776- 657 l.
BASKET CASE: 3.0 engine out of '72
Bavaria. Head questionable, all other
parts ok. $100 / obo. Also many other
Bavaria parts. 776-6571.
WANTED: for '75 530i: shortened
performance springs, or any type performance suspension parts, sway bars,
etc. Call Andy (604) 652-1025 after 5
p.m.

FOR SALE: '72 2002, exc. enthusiasts
parts car. Needs re-wiring to run. Strong
motor. Very good parts: flawless seats,
exc. dash (all working instruments),
new carpets, brand new front fender
panels, new paint (Some rust), racing
steering wheel & air dam. All windows
perfect. $500 / obo. Dave Frutos, 3928231 (eve.), 885-4353 (day).
WANTED: Road racing enthusiasts!
Flanagan / Sanborn racing is planning
to prepare and rent race ready Improved Touring 2002's for SCCA
schools and race events . Not just
another rent-a-ride, these BMW's will
be prepared to win. Interested in joining the fun? Call Terry or Byron at
391-CARS.
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PARTS
SERVICE
823-1212
Gordon Kortlever
[3MW Specialist
Pete Jackson
Service Consultant

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N.E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823-1212

PARTS FOR SALE: Bavaria exhaust
manifolds , $60 / pr; orange parts books
for 6 cyl. '70-'75, $60 / set; new Bosch
Euro fog light kit , $55. George,
827-2918 .
320i PARTS FOR SALE: Cotton car
cover, $50; steel wheels, @$10; unused
sisal mats, $20; BMW ACA Tech Tip
Compendium (w/binder), $10. Also
filters, points, rebuild kits, much more.
Call for complete list. Mark, 644-1982,
eves .
PARTS FOR SALE: '84 3 I 8i exhaust
catalytic converter and muffler tailpipe, all brand new; also repair manual, oil filter, tail light lens, alternator,
etc . Chris, 226-9478 (after 4), Iv.
message.
FREE: Stock exhaust system components from desmogged 3.0Si. Should
fit '74-'76 Bavaria, earlier years too .
Not pretty, but might be a cheap alternative to a smog system overhaul for
someone who wants to keep it stock.
Tom Cox, 823-5048, leave message.
WANTED: Front windshield for '73
Bavaria. Peter Anderson, 206-675-7808
(eves.), 206-675-2264 (days).
FOR SALE: Set of 185/70 x 13 P77
Pirelli's on factory Mahle wheels, like
new, $300. Two studded snow tires,
185/70 x 13 Kleber on steel rims, $80.
One desmogged exhaust manifold and
pipe, $15. All fits 2002 and 320i. Max,
455-0475.
FOR SALE: Front panel for 2002, list
$334, asking $234 (I ordered the wrong
panel). Also used front left fender, $50.
Call Mitsu, 641-9680 (eves.)
FOR SALE: Professional drafting equipment (Vemco Mark XII, V-track) with
table (5' X 3'6") w /drawers for "D"size
dwg. Asking $189. Call Mitsu, 6419680 (eves.)
FOR SALE: '68 2000 tilux, granada
red/ black, recent mechanical & cosmetic restoration, a real collectable!
$3,700 (Canadian). Ross (604) 4475392 (Victoria, B.C.)

LUB

DISCOUNTS
Alan BMW
Bellevue BMW
BMW Seattle
Hahn BMW (Yakima)
BMW Northwest, Inc.
German Autowerke
TNT
Bap-Geon of Seattle
Bap-Geon of Tacoma
AAA Fire and Safety
Greenlake 1-Hour Photo
Performance Apex
Car-Fi Auto Stereo
Puget Sound Tire
Champion Cellars
JAM Engineering
Shaw & Associates, CPA
Eastside Autotech
Walt's Radiator & Muffier
Minit-Lube
Collision Craft, Ltd.
Bimmers Only
Bavarian Motor Sports
RNR Automotive Refinishing
German Car Specialists
Jessica N. Greenway,
Financial Planner
Sheepskin Station
Ackley Motor Werkes
1-90 Auto Center
Squeeky Clean Car Wash

The following businesses extend price
discounts to BMW ACA Puget Sound
Region members. This is by far the most
extensive discount list offered to any
regional automobile club in the country.
Anyone who owns or drives a BMW will

save many times the $25 annual membership by patronizing these busineses.
Members should show your
membership cards before your purchase
transaction . Some discounts may not
apply on credit card sales.

10% on parts and service (21420 Hiway 99, Edmonds, 771-7100).
10% on parts and service, 15% on parts during the summer (13817 N .E. 20th Northup Way ,
Bellevue, 643-4544).
10% on parts and service (714 E. Pike St., Seattle , 328-8787 - sales, 328-2300 - service, 3287788 - parts) .
15% on parts and service (1201 S. 1st St ., Yakima 1-509-453-9171) .
10% on parts (75th and Bridgeport Way, Tacoma, 473-3212) .
20% on parts and service, open Saturdays (21619 F Highway 99 , Lynnwood, 778-6844).
25% (or more on larger orders) discount on parts and accessories (6717 Roosevelt Way N .E. ,
Seattle, 524-5151).
20% discount on parts and accessories (1325 E. Madison Street, Seattle , 322-4366).
10% discount on parts and accessories (5002 S. Washington Street , Tacoma, 475-9421).
Wholesale prices on Halon fire extinguishers (30 l 3-3rd Avenue North, Seattle, 284-1721 ).
10% discount to club members (6806 East Greenlake Way North, Seattle, 525-6806) .
20% discount on Prima Flow exhaust systems in stock, 15% discount on special orders (410
Sunset Blvd. N., Renton , 226-5955).
15% discount on stereos, alarms , detectors (16724 Aurora Ave . N., Seattle, 542-2139; 13620
I st Ave. S., Seattle , 244-1662).
Featuring Yokohama A008 & AOOIR, 10% discount (11011 Pacific Hwy . South , Seattle,
763-2819).
10% discount on single bottles and 15% discount on mixed cases of wine (I 08 Denny Way,
Seattle, 284-8306).
10% discount on Weber carburetor replacement kits (POB 2570, Monterey , CA, 1-800-4313533).
10% discount to club members (2001 Western Ave., Suite 440, Seattle, 441-4039) .
15% discount on all repair work (9145 Willows Road, Redmond , 883-2073) .
20% discount on all parts and labor, members must pick up a group discount card from a
board member (18 locations, call 682-3784).
10% discount, 16 locations , oil analysis available (regional office, 527-5200).
15% discount on deductible for club members (9125 Willows Road, Redmond, 883-8556).
10-40% on Parts & Service, Free set-back of Service Interval Lights, 3 miles N. W. of Mill
Creek (14102 3rd Place West, Everett, 743-2002).
10% discount on Alpina as well as routine maintenance parts and accessories, free technical
advice (1812 Reliance Parkway , Suite A, Bedford, Texas, 1-800-ALPINA-l) .
10% discount on all body repair and painting services (1508 - !28th Pl. N .E. , Bellevue , 4532898).
15% discount on parts only (12408 S.E. 38th, Bellevue, 644-7770).
Complimentary consultation to BMWACA members (605 First Ave., Mutual Life Bldg .,
Suite 505 , Seattle, 292-8483).
15% discount off list price on all seat covers , 7 locations (Seattle store , 13721 Lake City Way
NE, 367-8383).
10% on parts and service (19623-24th Ave. W. #7, Lynnwood , 672-1466).
15% on labor, 10% on parts , 80 N.E. Gilman Blvd., Issaquah, 391-CARS.
10% on all services. All cloth system , no top brush, no finish damage (411 N .E. 4th St., Renton Highlands, 244-4111).
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The Parting Shot
Following The General

by Thomas B. Nast
On a drive to Olympia on a stop-andgo Friday evening, I had my first view of
Cadillac's Allante. While it is only 50%
fair to judge it with the hardtop on , I was
not impressed . It looked like a stylish
$30K Japanese car would look , if (when)
the Japanese build cars that expensive. (I
have my differences with the current
crop of SL Mercedes, too , though I recognize it as a design released in 1972, an
excuse the Caddy doesn't have. )
Frankly , the best design work on the Allante was the CHMSL.
Less than a week later I found myself
behind a car with a bumper sticker reading , "My Other Car Is A Piece Of Shit
Too. " Not surprisingly , the wearer of
this badge of courage was a yellow
Chevette .
The observation that GM is rushing
forward into the '60s is not mine alone.
Let me share these words from Les
Schefman of the Detroit chapter of the
BMW CCA, who shares my sense of
deja vu :
It' s happening again . The motoring
press, addicted to new model introductions, has swallowed the GM hook , the
line, and the sinker. In its July 20th issue ,
which sports a "spy" photo of a factory
monster Corvette on the cover, Auto
Week says that the "King of the Hill Corvette" and the Allante "give a clear signal
that The General is trying to restore itself
to a position of leadership in automotive
design and technology ." Right. Sure .
Didn't we hear this before ?
Like in 1983, when the new Corvette
was introduced. The magazines told us
all about the great design team , and the
unbelievable skid pad figures. And,
oops, didn't they also forget to test the
car? Auto Week now says, "the latest
generation Corvette debuted as a 1984
model. It was not the car it should have
been. "

Like in 1986 , when the new Allante
was introduced . Gosh and golly did the
press love it. They told us all about the
new design team, its noble objectives,
and how they were about to drive Mercedes back to the sea. After a few
months, the magazines drove one. Auto
Week says, "It is not a superior car". "To
our tastes, for example, the engineers
spend a little too much time attaching
micro-chips to the dash board and not
enough time squeezing horse power
under the hood. "
Well, OK. Now there is a new Vette
with a big engine and fat tires , and none
of us will be surprised if it's fast. But before you write the epitaph of BMW, Mercedes, and Porsche, before you tell us
that GM has now reinvented the wheel ,
why not drive the car? You might be able
to avoid the taste of your foot later on.

before you tell us
that GM has now
reinvented the
wheel, why not
drive the car?
The disappointing fact is that GM
hasn't changed one bit. Drive a new GM
model and you are going to be very disappointed with the package, even against
similarly priced competition. From seats
to ergonomics , from power to handling
sophistication , the cars do not lead the
way for the industry . They follow the
tried and true GM path of priority to
styling with function an afterthought.
The seats and controls look hi-tech . Then
you drive the car and realize that the
thing was built for the showroom or for
the press introduction. The seats are
squishy . The pedals are in the wrong
place. The switches feel cheap, and are
poorly located. The gearbox doesn't feel

like it was made for the car, unless it 's
automatic. GM has the resources and the
technical information to lead the world automotive industry , but it uses them
poorly . Instead of building a new model
to answer the question, "what's the best
car of this size and price that can be
built?", they seem to be asking , "What
do we have to do to sell x-million units of
a car that will sell in this price range?" In
any event, let's let them put things into
production before we start singing their
praises.
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•

Sales

•

INC
Rentals

Terry Flanagan and Byron Sanborn invite you to visit the Northwest's newest full
service automotive facility.
Specializing in BMWand other fine European Imports, up to date factory trained
technicians, ASE certified.
Complete repair services available from scheduled maintenance to full rebuilds .
Performance tuning available - the Northwest's most successful BMW race
team will develop a package to meet your individual driving requirements.

80 N.E. GILMAN BLVD. (NEXT TO THE XXX DRIVE-IN) ISSAQUAH 391-CARS

~
Car.o.l1ner

FOR THE REPAIR OF AUTOMOBILES
WITH UNITIZED BODY CONSTRUCTION

This stale·of-the-art alignment tool
will let us bring yo ur unibody car
back to exact factory spec ifi cations

883-1323

AUDI - BMW - FIAT - HONDA - MAZDA - MERCEDES-BENZ - NISSAN
PEUGEOT - PORSCHE - SUBARU - TOYOTA- VOLKSWAGEN - VOLVO

7927159th Place N.E., Redmond, WA

ALAN BMW SAAB, INC. 21420 Highway 99, Edmonds, WA 98020
(206) 771-7100 or 625-9282
Parts 1-800-243-2002 (WA) and 1-800-426-3066 (U.S.)
Same day parts shipment on orders received by 1:DO p.m.

BMWACA
Puget Sound Region
P.O. Box 1259
BeUevue, WA 98009
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